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ABSTRACT 
Determinants declined in prestige from the mid-nineteenth century onwards and 
are now best known for their applications in matrix theory, where they appear in a 
subsidiary role. However, during the last thirty years determinants have arisen 
independently of matrices in the solution of problems arising in the reflectionless 
transmission of electromagnetic waves through dielectrics, the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation, relativistic gravitational fields, and other branches of theoretical physics. 
Toeplitz determinants, which arise in statistical mechanics, have interesting properties 
in their own right and are no mere appendages to their parent matrices. The object of 
this paper is to survey very briefly these and other applications of determinants and to 
note some recent developments in determinant heory. There are 56 references. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has long been the opinion of many mathematicians that determinants 
are of minor importance (please excuse the pun). One U.S. professor was so 
convinced of this view that he allowed himself to be filmed giving a lecture 
entitled “Who killed determinants ?’ [l]. In print, Price [2] quotes from 
Cayley and others on the decline in prestige of determinants from the 
mid-nineteenth century onwards. In the opinion of Rice [51, p. 231, determi- 
nants serve no useful purpose in linear algebra computation. 
The object of this short survey is to renew interest in determinants by 
showing that, far from being dead, they are fully conscious and may even be 
on the point of entering a new and important phase in their history [41]. 
Determinants are best known for their applications in matrix theory, 
where they appear as servants rather than as partners. Indeed, many authors 
refer to the determinant of the matrix [ aii] as though determinants had no 
separate existence. However, in recent years determinants have arisen inde- 
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pendently of matrices in the solution of several types of problem, especially in 
theoretical physics, and since not every determinant theorem requires matrix 
theory for its proof, it seems expedient to refer to an nth order determinant 
directly in the notation ) a ii 1 n. Matrices have their charms, but they receive 
adequate attention elsewhere. 
In anticipation of the revival of determinants, the writer is preparing a 
series of short papers on persymmetric determinants [53-561, a subject which 
is capable of analytic development by classical methods far beyond the point 
where Muir and Metzler [31] left it over half a century ago. These papers will 
contain some new results and new proofs of old results, all of which were 
inspired directly or indirectly by two problems which arose in the theory of 
relativistic gravitational fields. 
2. SOME APPLICATIONS 
In a paper on reflectionless transmission of electromagnetic waves through 
dielectrics, Kay and Moses [3] proved that the one-dimensional Schrijdinger 
equation 
(Da+&V)u=O (D=d/dx), 
where V is a potential function defined by 
V= -2D2(log A) 
A=Jai+In 
a,,_6,,+ exp[(ci+ci)wl 
11 $1 ci + ci 
is satisfied by the function 
i,i=1,2,3 ,..., 12, 
[ 
n f,(x)exdc,x) 
u=exp(ix@) l+ x 
r=l c, +i@ 
where the functions f,(r) are the solutions of a set of n linear equations with 
coefficient determinant A. (The original result has been simplified here by the 
removal of certain constants.) 
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This result was developed in a paper on multiple collisions of solitons by 
Hirota [4], who announced that the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation 
is satisfied by the function 
u= -2@(log A) P, =a/w, 
where 
aii =6ii + z(P,P,)“~F~Cti +si)] , 
i, j=1,2,3 ,..., 71, 
I t 
Wadati and Toda [5] describe a general method for a more detailed investiga- 
tion. 
Comille [6] has investigated the equation 
[@+2D,2(logB)](A,‘B)=O (or =a/ar), 
which has arisen in several physical contexts. A, B are both Fredholm 
determinants which originaIly appeared in the solution of integral equations 
[8] and are the subject of detailed study in a related paper by Case [7]. 
In a paper on axisymmetric gravitational fields, Dale [9] found a particular 
integral of Einstein’s equations and showed that a certain variable satisfied 
the strongly nonlinear differential equation 
(y”)2=y’( !!)‘( Yg!g)‘, 
which he then solved in the form 
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where A= (aii I,, is the nth order persymmetric determinant, in which 
xi+i-i + (_ l)i+ic 
aii = 
i+j--1 ’ 
i,i=1,2,3 ,..., 12. 
A,, IS the cofactor of a,,, and c is an arbitrary constant. A,, = 1 when n= 1. 
An alternative solution and other determinantal relations are given in [lo], 
[ 111. A formal infinite series solution of the differential equation has since 
been found in which the coefficients are computed from a set of recurrence 
relations. It is valid in the sense of being either convergent or asymptotic even 
when n is not an integer, and there is some numerical evidence that it agrees 
with Dale’s determinantal solution when n is a positive integer. It is hoped to 
publish details in due course. Incidentally, no independent solution of the 
second order differential equation has yet been found, not even for small 
values of the parameter n. However, if a second solution exists, it will not 
necessarily be expressible in determinantal form. 
In a related relativistic problem, Yamazaki [12] conjectured that the Ernst 
equation 
where t* is the complex conjugate of 5, is satisfied by the function 
5= 
pm - i,qyu 
W 
(ii= -l), 
where U, u, w can be expressed as determinants. Let A= ]aii],, be the nth 
order persymmetric determinant in which 
aii = p2x~+~;~;~;Y’t’-l ) 
i, i= 1,2,3 ,.**> n. 
Then u, 0, w are obtained from A by replacing the first column with the 
columns 
Pi(X) PlW Pi(O) 
p2w p2w P,(o) 
., . > 
P,(x) _ _ p,iy) P,iO) 
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respectively. X=x2 - 1, Y=y2 - 1, and P,(X) is a certain polynomial in X 
with complicated coefficients. The variables x, y are not Cartesian but prolate 
spheroidal coordinates [ 131. The rotation parameters p, 9 of the gravitating 
mass are related by p2 + 92 = 1, the particular case p= 1,9=0 corresponding 
to no rotation. Yamazaki’s conjecture was later proved by Hori [ 14 in a paper 
which contains many interesting determinantal identities but is written in an 
unusual notation. 
The solution can be expressed more neatly, though not necessarily more 
usefully, in terms of three other determinants with comparatively simple 
elements. Let II= ]biiln be the persymmetric determinant of order n in which 
bi, = p2x%i+i-l) +q2y2(i+i--1) -1 , 
i+i-1 
i, j=1,2,3 ,..., n, 
and let W be the determinant of 
follows: 
b 11 bl2 h3 
b &a b23 
W= b;; bs2 bs 
order n+ 1 obtained by bordering I3 as 
. . . b In 1 
. . . b 2n l/3 
. . . b 3n l/5 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
b nl b,, b,,a . . . b,, 1/(2n-1) 
111*.-l * n+1 
Now let U,V be the determinants obtained from W by replacing the last 
column by the columns 
x 
x3/3 
x5/5 
i2”-l/(2n- 1) y2”-‘/(2n- 1) 
respectively. Then 
t=(pU-i,gV)/W. 
It is hoped to publish a proof in due course. 
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In the field of pure mathematics, Shenton [15] has evaluated a class of 
integrals of the form 
I 
~A(x)~(zMr) dx 
D C(r) 
in terms of the ratio of two infinite determinants, w(x) being a weight 
function in the interval (a, b). For example, provided that 
we have 
x2 +2px+9zO in (-l,l), 
- ~jll(r2+2p2+9)-1(l-~2)-1’edT~~, 
11 
where 
0 1 . . . 
1 ;9+4 P 1 4 . . . 
P 9+P P 
I 
A= a *** 
a P 9+& p --. 
a P 
(?+& . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*........ 
m 
and A,, is the cofactor of the element in position (1,l). We recall that the 
principal cofactor A rr also appeared in the solution of Dale’s equation. 
The above applications of determinants arose independently of matrices. 
The same cannot be said for Toeplitz determinants, but they are no mere 
appendages to their parent matrices. 
Basor [42] defines an (n + 1)th order Toeplitz determinant T, [ u] for some 
function a(@) as follows: 
~“bl=ICikl”+l~ i, k=O,1,2,3 ,..., n, 
where 
1 * 
cjk=G _ne J -i(i-kV,( 0) de 
=bi-k (Say). 
T[a] is clearly persymmetric about its secondary diagonal. 
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Their properties have been investigated in an extensive literature associ- 
ated mainly with the Ising and dimer problems in statistical mechanics. An 
elementary account of Ising model theory based on linear lattices is given by 
Wyllie [44]. One of the objects of these papers, in particular those of Hartwig 
and Fisher [45] and Basor, is to investigate the asymptotic behavior of these 
determinants. The determinants D,[+] of a block Toeplitz matrix have been 
studied in detail by Widom [46]. U d n er certain conditions they satisfy 
relations of the form 
4 LPI 
lim D,,[+]““= lim D _ ,+, n-CC n-m n 1 
=exp logdet+(e”)dB . n 1 
More recent developments and applications are given by Basor [43] and 
Bariev [47]. Some results on skew-symmetric Toeplitz determinants [48] are 
applicable in the theory of finite difference operators. 
A Gram determinant G(xi,xs,..., x,,), where the x, are vectors of a 
unitary or euclidian space, is defined by Gantmacher [36] as follows: 
G(q,xp,,...> %)=I(xidl”’ i, k=1,2,3 ,..., n. 
Wang [49] describes two methods of expanding a gramian and applies the 
result to the determination of the absolute value and the upper and lower 
bounds of the determinant of a matrix. He gives 43 references, mostly on 
bounds and inequalities. Solak and Szydelko [50] apply the Gram determinant 
to the solution of linear matrix equations. 
Singh [16] has found two solutions of the linear difference equation 
uO(n)u, +a,(n)u,_,+ . . . +u,(n)u,_, =O, n>r, 
one in matrix form and the other in determinant form. 
Joshi [17] has defined the value of a rectangular determinant R in a 
manner which preserves several of the elementary properties of square 
determinants; for example, R=O when any row is a linear combination of all 
the other rows, and the determinant changes sign when two rows are 
interchanged. 
Finally we note that Kim and Dowdy [52] have revived the investigation 
into determinants of n-dimensional matrices. Early notes on this subject can 
be found in Muir [31]. 
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3. THE LITERATURE 
The style in which some of the papers mentioned above are written may 
not be as crisp as those to which pure mathematicians may have become 
accustomed, and the physical content may be unfamiliar and distracting. 
Nevertheless, pure mathematicians who are looking for inspiration might well 
profit from an occasional scan of the physics literature to see which determi- 
nants are worthy of the effort of detailed analysis. The history of mathematics 
abounds with examples of important functions and concepts whose roots lie in 
the investigation of physical phenomena. 
Summaries of many papers both pure and applied with an important 
determinantal content can be found in the index of Mathemutical Reviews 
and of Zentralblatt fir Mathemutik under the code number 15A15, but it is 
unreasonable to expect every reviewer of physics papers to recognize, still less 
to appreciate, a contribution to determinant theory-see, for example, Nayak’s 
review [ 181 of Dale’s paper [9]. 
A number of other contributions, not necessarily related to physical 
phenomena, are listed in [lo]. To these may be added the Amer. Math. 
Monthly index on determinants [19] and papers by Macrobert, Lawden, Ore, 
Ullman, Pandres, Vermes, van der Poorten, Morton and Krall, Geronimo, 
Yakovlev, and Shisha [20-301. 
The last encyclopedia on determinants, by Muir and Metzler, was pub- 
lished in 1933 and republished with corrections in 1960 [31]. Metzler’s 
preface is dated 1928. In more recent times a number of authors-notably 
Pblya and Szeg6, Ferrar, Aitken, Mirsky, Gantmacher, and Archbold 
[32-37]-have included substantial chapters or sections on determinants in 
books of wider interest. Those by Diirrie [38] and Kowalewski [39] are in 
German, and a book on random determinants by Girko [40] is in Russian. 
The author is deeply indebted to Dr. Paul Dale for reviving his interest in 
determinants after a lapse of 15 years. His also wishes to thank the referee for 
pointing out the importance of Toeplitz determinants. 
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